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concerning the government of the territories which Serbia
jhad conquered from Turkey. The Radical Party, headed
by Mr. Pashitch, instead of extending the Serbian consti-
tution to the new districts as demanded by the army offi-
cers, had introduced a Draconian regime which angered the
.inhabitants and quite surpassed in violence and oppressive-
ness anything which had occurred under Hapsburg rule in
Bosnia.40 The blame for this, according to the military
officials and articles in Piedmont, lay with the selfish and
incompetent civilian officials whom the Radicals placed in
charge of the newly conquered districts. According to the
Radicals, military officers were improperly refusing to ad-
mit the priority of authority decreed by the civilians. In
this conflict the officers were supported by the Opposition
political groups who demanded the resignation of the
Pashitch Cabinet. The Minister of Interior tried to deal a
blow to the "Black Hand" by seizing its club quarters. The
conflict reached such a point at the beginning of June, 1914,
*	that Pashitch asked King Peter to dissolve the Skupshtina
-.and give the people an opportunity to express themselves
-	*on the matter in a new general election.  The King at first
refused. ' Pashitch thereupon actually did resign.    He
doubtless counted on strengthening his own hand, be-
lieving that no one else would be able to form a Cabinet in
his place.  At this point in the ministerial crisis Mr. Hart-
wig, the Russian Minister in Belgrade, is said to have inter-
vened and helped smooth the way for the restoration of
the Pashitch Cabinet as being indispensable for the policy
of collaboration with Russia and France.  On June 11, King
Peter had to restore Pashitch to power, and a few days later,
on grounds of ill health, retired from Belgrade, leaving his
40For the text.of this Serbian decree of Oct. 6, 1913, concerning
.government of the "liberated" territories, see La Conspiration Serbe, pp
171-180. See also Stanojevitch, Die Ermordung des Erzherzogs Fram
Ferdinand, p» 53 ff.; and Wendel. Die Hamburger und die S'ddslawenfrage,
541.

